
Bad Gays Homosexual History: Unveiling the
Untold Stories

Homosexuality has always been a part of human existence, but it is a topic that
has often been shrouded in secrecy and taboo. While society has made great
strides in accepting and embracing diverse sexual orientations, it is important to
acknowledge the darker side of homosexual history. In this article, we will
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uncover the hidden stories of "bad gays" throughout history and shed light on
their struggles, accomplishments, and impact.

1. Oscar Wilde: The Tragic Genius

Oscar Wilde, a renowned playwright and novelist, is often remembered for his wit
and charm. However, his life took a tragic turn when he was persecuted for his
homosexuality. In the late 19th century, Wilde engaged in a legal battle after his
love affairs with other men were exposed. He was convicted of "gross indecency"
and sentenced to two years of hard labor, which ultimately led to his decline and
premature death. Despite his personal hardships, Wilde's literary works continue
to inspire and captivate audiences to this day.
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2. Alan Turing: The Enigma of Brilliance

Alan Turing, a British mathematician and computer scientist, made significant
contributions to cryptography and artificial intelligence. His work during World War
II helped break the German Enigma code, significantly shortening the war. Sadly,
Turing's accomplishments were overshadowed by his homosexuality, which was
considered illegal in the UK at the time. He was prosecuted and subjected to
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"chemical castration," leading to his tragic suicide in 1954. Turing's legacy now
lives on as a symbol of strength and resilience within the LGBTQ+ community.

3. Marsha P. Johnson: The Stonewall Activist

Marsha P. Johnson, an African American transgender woman, played a crucial
role in the Stonewall Riots of 1969, which marked a turning point in the LGBTQ+
rights movement. Johnson was a fearless advocate for the rights of transgender
individuals and was at the forefront of the fight for equality. Unfortunately, her
contributions were often overlooked due to her marginalized identity. To this day,
Johnson's legacy remains a beacon of hope for an inclusive and equal society.

4. Klaus Wowereit: The Courageous Politician

Klaus Wowereit, a German politician, made history by becoming the country's first
openly gay mayor in 2001. Wowereit's decision to come out publicly broke
barriers and encouraged others to embrace their true selves. Throughout his
tenure, he championed LGBTQ+ rights and became an influential figure in the
fight against discrimination. Wowereit's groundbreaking achievement paved the
way for future LGBTQ+ leaders in politics.

5. Sylvia Rivera: The Advocate for All

Sylvia Rivera, a transgender activist of Puerto Rican and Venezuelan descent,
tirelessly fought for the rights of marginalized communities, including gay,
transgender, and low-income individuals. Her advocacy work was instrumental in
creating safe spaces for LGBTQ+ individuals and organizing grassroots
movements. Despite facing immense adversity and rejection from within the
LGBTQ+ community, Rivera's dedication and resilience left an indelible mark on
the history of LGBTQ+ activism.

6. Homosexual History: Learning from the Past



These are just a few examples of the countless individuals who faced persecution
and discrimination throughout history due to their sexual orientation. It is
important to acknowledge and learn from their stories, as they remind us of the
progress that has been made and the battles that still need to be fought.

By exploring the dark side of homosexual history, we gain a deeper
understanding of the struggles faced by LGBTQ+ individuals and the ongoing
fight for acceptance. It is up to us to continue the conversation, challenge societal
norms, and ensure a more inclusive and compassionate future for all.
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An unconventional history of homosexuality for readers of The Deviant's War by
Eric Cervini

We all remember Oscar Wilde, but who speaks for Bosie? What about those 'bad
gays' whose un-exemplary lives reveal more than we might expect? Too many
popular histories seek to establish heroes, pioneers and martyrs but, as Huw
Lemmey and Ben Miller argue, the past is filled with queer people whose
sexualities and dastardly deeds have been overlooked.  
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Based on the hugely popular podcast series, Bad Gays subverts the notion of gay
icons and queer heroes and asks what we can learn about LGBTQ+ history,
sexuality and identity through its villains and baddies. From the Emperor Hadrian
to anthropologist Margaret Mead and notorious gangster Ronnie Kray, the
authors excavate the buried history of queer lives. This includes kings, fascist
thugs such as Nazi founder Ernst Rohm, artists, and debauched bon viveurs.

  •Hadrian
  •Aretino
  •James I and VI
  •Frederick the Great
  •Jack Saul
  •Roger Casement
  •Lawrence of Arabia
  •The Bad Gays of Weimar
  •Margaret Mead
  •J. Edgar Hoover and Roy Cohn
  •Yukio Mishima
  •Philip Johnson
  •Ronnie Kray
  •Pim Fortuyn

Together these amazing life stories expand and challenge the mainstream
assumptions of sexual identity. They show that homosexuality itself was an idea
that emerged in the nineteenth century and that its interpretation has been central
to major historical moments of conflict from the ruptures of Weimar Republic to
red-baiting in Cold War America.



Bad Gays is a passionate argument for rethinking gay politics beyond questions
of identity and the search for solidarity across boundaries.
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